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Having been involved in a number of large,
sophisticated transactions, Hadrien has
developed the ability to simplify complex
challenges and bring about practical solutions
that allow deals to reach fruition.
Hadrien is a partner in our Montreal office. His practice focuses on
mergers and acquisitions, securities, law, corporate finance and
corporate governance.
Hadrien has participated in numerous going-private transactions of
publicly listed issuers, purchase and sale transactions of private
companies, sales and cross-border acquisitions, divestitures or
reorganizations. In the course of these transactions, he as acted for a
diversified range of clients, including selling companies as well as
strategic and financial buyers. Hadrien has also acted as counsel to
issuers and underwriters in various public offerings (including initial
public offerings) and private placements of publicly listed issuers.
A key part of Hadrien's approach to invest the necessary time up front to
acquire a thorough understanding of the client's overall business, what
the value drivers are behind the business, and what the goals and
objectives are for the business going forward. This background
knowledge is then employed by Hadrien to guide the transactional
process.

Law School
McGill University

Practices
Mergers & Acquisitions
Capital Markets
Corporate Governance
Public Companies

Hadrien is highly regarded for his strong, technical grasp of the law, but
what clients really appreciate is his ability to develop a practical solution
to whatever challenge or issue they have, which in turn allows them to
achieve their business objectives and goals.
Hadrien graduated from McGill University's Faculty of Law with BCL and
LLB degrees in 2005 and was called to Québec Bar in 2007.

Industries
Power
Private Equity & Investments
Pension Funds Group

US and International Markets
US Markets

Awards & Rankings
IFLR 1000 Guide to the World's Leading Financial Law
Firms
Notable practitioner - Capital Markets and M&A
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Recent Experience

Partner

Mediagrif Interactive Technologies Inc. completes C$16M private
placement

Montréal

May 21, 2020

hmontagne@mccarthy.ca

Hg Pooled Management Limited invests in Intelerad Holdings Inc.

t. +1 514-397-4135

February 21, 2020

Innergex and Hydro-Québec enter a Strategic Alliance and Private
Placement
February 06, 2020

Innergex completes redemption of unsecured subordinated
debentures
October 08, 2019

Recent Insights
ISS and Glass Lewis Provide Guidance in Response to the COVID19 Pandemic
April 20, 2020

Potential Effects of the Coronavirus on Canadian Public Companies
March 02, 2020
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